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	The Carer's Statement: The Carer’s Statement initiative developed as the result of The Charity for Civil Servants working closely with people who have identified specific difficulties as a result of the caring responsibilities they have. The Charity is committed to helping serving, former and retired civil servants with onerous caring responsibilities which affect their lives.  The Carer’s Statement is designed to provide them, and any Health and Social Care professionals, with information about their needs and to identify potential solutions to those needs.Ideally, the Statement will be kept with any notes or assessments, and would be available to any new professionals involved in the care and support of the people involved so they can instantly see solutions previously identified.  The Statement can be updated when needs change and the person is encouraged to contact the Charity to do this.  If you feel there is anything the Charity may be able to assist xxxx with and you would like to discuss further please contact healthandcarers@foryoubyyou.org.uk or please encourage xxxx to contact the Charity on freephone 0800 056 2424 or help@foryoubyyou.org.uk 
	Background: To whom it may concern,Please be aware this document contains personal, confidential and sensitive data and the information should only be shared for the purpose it is intended and with the explicit consent of the owner of the Statement (ie the Carer).Re: Typenameandaddress of carerxxxx has completed a Carer’s Statement in association with The Charity for Civil Servants as the result of the caring responsibilities that she has for her husband (month and tof birth).xxxx had a stroke in February and has recently been discharged from hospital.  xxxx has mobility problems, speech and language difficulties and his cognitive functions have been affected.  xxxx requires constant care and supervision at the moment.  Carers call twice a day to assist with getting up and going to bed but xxxx is responsible for the rest of the caring.  xxxx doesn’t sleep well and this affects xxxx’s sleep leaving her feeling tired throughout the day.xxxx has told us that she often feels anxious, stressed and alone as a result of her caring responsibilities.  She is finding it difficult to come to terms with the changes in her relationship with xxxx and feels she would benefit from someone to talk to about this. The Charity may be able to assist xxxx with this and we have advised her accordingly.  xxxx has had to give up activities that she previously enjoyed as she doesn’t have any family support that would enable her to leave xxxx and go out for a while.  xxxx’s friends don’t tend to call so often now as xxxx can display some challenging behaviour or say inappropriate things and this further isolates xxxx.
	Background p2: In addition xxxx sometimes feels overwhelmed by the responsibility and feels she would benefit from some training in caring for xxxx and the best way to assist him to move around the home. xxxx finds it difficult to access medical GP appointments for herself and xxxx within the normal appointment arrangements.  xxxx would appreciate any flexibility that could enable her to manage her caring responsibilities alongside her own and xxxx’s health needs.  (Could be used if carer is registering caring responsibilities with GP)In order to feel supported xxxx would like to access a Carer’s Assessment so that her support needs can be assessed.  xxxx doesn’t have an emergency plan in place to cover her care commitments should something unforeseeable arise. xxxx has identified herself as a carer for xxxx and therefore we would ask that these arrangements be consideredorcontinued to enable her to be fully supported in her caring role.  Yours sincerely


